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Message from the Principal's Desk
I am pleased to have the Skill Development Committee at our esteemed
college. The committee aims to enhance your practical skills and foster your
overall growth not only during your time at Aditi Mahavidyalaya but also as
an alumnus too. Comprising experienced faculty members, the committee
has organized workshops, webinars, and short-term courses to equip you
with essential skills for a successful career and a fulfilling and rewarding life.
We believe that honing these skills alongside academic learning has
empowered you to excel in today's competitive world. Stay tuned for
upcoming events and make the most of this valuable opportunity. Let us
together embark on a journey of skill development and unlock our true
potential.
Warm regards,
PROF. MAMTA SHARMA 
PRINCIPAL

Message from the Convenor 
Dear Students,                                                                                                                              
It is a matter of immense pleasure for me to serve as the Convenor of the
Skill Development Committee of the prestigious Aditi Mahavidyalaya. Our
sole objective is to provide you with a platform to learn and develop
practical skills that complement your academic journey. Through a series
of engaging workshops, interactive sessions, and hands-on training
programs, the committee has aimed to equip you with the necessary skills
to thrive in the professional world with the skills of the 21st century. The
committee invited dedicated and eminent experts to guide and boost your
growth and success. Stay tuned for our upcoming initiatives, and make the
most of this incredible opportunity to enhance your skill set. Together, let
us take a transformative journey of skill development.
Best regards

Prof (Dr Sadhna Jain), Convenor, Skill Development Committee
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WHAT IS SKILL DEVELOPMENT?

WHY? 

Skills development is generally used to refer to the productive capabilities acquired
through all levels of learning and training, occurring in formal, non-formal, informal and
on-the-job settings. It enables individuals to become fully and productively engaged in
livelihoods, and to have the opportunity to adapt these capabilities to meet the changing
demands and opportunities of economy and labour market. The acquisition of such
capabilities depends on many factors, including a quality lifelong learning system and a
supportive learning environment. 

Skill Development Courses help to perform a particular activity in a very
experienced manner can be known as a skill. Skill Development courses are
normally offered in various forms of programs like certification, Diploma and
PG Diploma, UG of bachelor's level, PG or master's level, Ph. D. doctorate
level.

Skill development helps people get better jobs by improving existing skills or
learning new ones. This includes improving communication skills with
colleagues; problem-solving skills; reading faster; making better decisions
etc.

Here we go!

Skill Development committee 
     E-Newsletter

Develop your skills with Skill Development committee.... 2022-23
SESSION 
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INVENTORY MANAGEMENT 

3  N O V
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ABOUT

Registration Link 

RESOUURCE PERSON : Mr. NK Mishra *

 Inventory management helps companies identify
which and how much stock to order at what time. It
tracks inventory from purchase to the sale of goods.
The practice identifies and responds to trends to
ensure there's always enough stock to fulfill customer
orders and proper warning of a shortage

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/IFAlpQLSdUbDUXN
wKnSoa1MqxoI1rRzAYCiX1Uc1me8WotHuLO6Sqg/viewfor
m?vc=0&c=0&f1r=0

pPRESENTS......

T H U R S D A Y

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/IFAlpQLSdUbDUXNwKnSoa1MqxoI1rRzAYCiX1Uc1me8WotHuLO6Sqg/viewform?vc=0&c=0&f1r=0


YOGA AND SPORTS NUTRITION COURSE

 30 hours certificate course in Yoga and Sports Nutrition being
organized jointly by NAVYOGA and ADITI College (University of Delhi)
from April 2023 to June 2023

3 0  J A N

2023

ABOUT

What is sports nutrition?

Sports nutrition is the study and implementation of a
diet/plan that is designed to increase athletic
performance. Best performance is achieved by
providing the right amount of food type (protein,
carbohydrates, fats, fibre, etc.), fluids and nutrients to
maximise energy and aid in sports recovery.
What is yoga nutrition?

The holistic concept of yoga nutrition aims at
cleansing, strengthening, and developing all levels of
our human existence. While most other nutrition
systems focus on the physical and chemical effects of
nutrition, yoga nutrition also considers the mental and
spiritual aspects of our food

RESOURCE PERSON: Dr.  Vikram Singh,
Director, Research nd Training,NSSS

*

M O N D A Y



REPORT OF THE COURSE 
The course has been designed keeping in view the
industry requirement of skilled professionals, to train
the students who are looking for career as yoga
teacher, personal trainer, gym trainer, group fitness
instructor, nutrition counselor. The certification will be
jointly done by Navyoga Suryodaya Sewa Samiti & Aditi
College, University of Delhi. In view of the launch of
Government of India schemes like QCI, Khelo India, Fit
India, Corporate wellness, Pradhanmantri kaushal Vikas
Yoajan, NCVET, SPEFL-SC, formed by the Ministry of
Skill Development and Entrepreneurship (MSDE),
promoted by National Skill Development Corporation &
Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce &
Industry (FICCI), there is an urgent need to fill the gap
between the skill ecosystem and industrial demand to
develop skilled and effective workforce. The students
get the opportunity to enhance their knowledge and
qualification, get certified to work part time - earn
additional income, keep themselves and their family fit
and healthy. Earlier there was a tendency to go abroad
to get certified but it is now available in India itself so
the students can save their money, work online and
offline. Build their level of confidence in delivering at
all levels. Why do we stand apart from others in the
industrythe objective of this collaboration is to provide
best opportunities by

1. Free updation after the course.
2. Provide easy to understand and well    
 Researched study material after the
program.
3. Guidance & Support at all times by the
most competent faculty. 
4. Promotion & Placement guidance.
5. Regular up date through workshops,
meeting and seminars by National &
International presenters.
6. Be a Part of the Yoga Sports and Fitness
Revolution - Help people to Look Good
Feel Good.

YOGA AND SPORTS NUTRITION 



Registration Link 

 ONLINE TALK ON DIGITAL MARKETING
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ABOUT

Registration Link 

RESOURCE PERSON:  Shri Neeraj Gupta,
Manager, HDFC Bank

*

 The term digital marketing refers to the use of digital
channels to market products and services to
consumers. This type of marketing involves the use of
websites, mobile devices, social media, search
engines, and other similar channels. Digital marketing
became popular with the advent of the internet in the
1990s.

Digital marketing involves some of the same principles
as traditional marketing and is often considered an
additional way for companies to approach consumers
and understand their behavior. Companies often
combine traditional and digital marketing techniques
in their strategies. But digital marketing comes with its
own set of challenges, including implicit bias.

https://forms.gle/xN9QCHBk8n5LT6

F R I D A Y

Google meet Link 

https://meet.google.com/sr-ocji-oft

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/m/marketing.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/social-media.asp


REPORT OF THE COURSE

The Skill Development Committee (SDC) plays a
crucial role in shaping the future of students by
identifying and addressing skill gaps in academics and
skills required by industries. In the era of
digitalization, the need for skilled professionals in the
field of digital marketing is on the rise. Digital
marketing is a rapidly growing industry that
encompasses a range of activities such as search
engine optimization, social media marketing, email
marketing, content marketing, and more. The digital
landscape is constantly evolving, and professionals
need to keep pace with the latest trends and
technologies to stay relevant. This is where the role of
the SDC comes into play. Therefore, it is important to
have talks under the SDC to discuss and plan the
required skill development initiatives in the field of
digital marketing. Keeping, these points in mind, the
committee has organized a sensitization talk on Digital
Marketing. I hope, the talk would satisfy many of your
queries and may motivate you to explore this field as
an area for career and entrepreneurial activities. With
these words, I request the student co-ordinator to
move forward with the program

The keypoints of the talk includes:

- What is Digital marketing - Digital marketing, also called online
marketing, is the promotion of brands to connect with potential
customers using the internet and other forms of digital
communication. This includes not only email, social media, and
web-based advertising, but also text and multimedia messages
as a marketing channel. 
 
-Marketing - Marketing refers to activities a company undertakes
to promote the buying or selling of a product or service.
Marketing includes advertising, selling, and delivering products
to consumers or other businesses. 

-What is the difference between sales and marketing? Marketing
is building awareness about your brand and products to attract
customers, while sales are converting these potential customers
into prospective buyers. 

-History of marketing – In his talks he has explained the concept
very well through examples from Mughal time till now with
pictures. He also showed an ad related to contraception, that
who Indian family get awkward around there children after
seeing that.

.

DIGITAL MARKETING

THE TALK ENDED WITH A VOTE OF THANKS TO SHRI NIRAJ GUPTA BY  PROF. SADHNA JAIN.



CAREER PROSPECTS  IN 
SKILL DEVELOPMENT ENHANCEMENT
COURSES

1 4  A P R
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ABOUT 

Google meet  link

Skill enhancement provides the opportunity and
knowledge for a individual to develop and strengthen
the necessary skills to gain, maintain, and advance in a
chosen area. Skill enhancement programs are focused
around training that combines the best practices from
education, psychology, social work, career counseling,
sports, and technology training. Through skill training a
person can improve their overall performance in any
identified area and in so doing can improve the overall
quality of life. Skill enhancement or training typically
uses a combination of cognitive and behavior problem
solving approaches, both of which are used to
strengthen a person's positive skill develop.

https://meet.google.com/jpp-xzvz-gmt

RESOURCE PERSON : Dr. Santosh kr. Yadav,
UGC Co-ordinator MOOC 

*

F R I D A Y

https://meet.google.com/jpp-xzvz-gmt

Registration link

https://meet.google.com/jpp-xzvz-gmt


REPORT OF THE COURSE 

Skill enhancement courses are incredibly important for both personal
and professional development. Here are a few reasons why:

Improved Job Performance: Skill enhancement courses can improve an
individual's job performance by providing them with the necessary
tools and knowledge to perform their job more effectively. This can
lead to increased productivity, higher job satisfaction, and better job
security.

Increased Employability: Skill enhancement courses can also make an
individual more attractive to potential employers by demonstrating
that they are committed to their professional development and willing
to invest in their skills.

Career Advancement: Skill enhancement courses can provide an
individual with the skills and knowledge needed to take on more
advanced roles within their organization or industry. This can lead to
promotions, higher salaries, and increased job satisfaction.

Adaptability to Change: In today's rapidly changing job market, it's
essential to stay up-to-date with the latest technology, industry trends,
and best practices. Skill enhancement courses can help individuals
adapt to new technologies and changes in their industry, making them
more valuable to their employer and more competitive in the job
market.

Personal Development: Skill enhancement courses can also
help individuals develop new skills and explore new interests
outside of their current job. This can lead to personal growth,
increased confidence, and a more fulfilling life.

In summary, skill enhancement courses are essential for professional
development, career advancement, adaptability to change, and
personal growth.

The talk ended with a vote of thanks to Dr. Santosh kr. Yadav by Lakshita Tehlan

According to Resource person: when you
become a good student, parent, friend even
then also your skills get developed. In coming
years (by 2025) the skill development course
will be asked in every field(for getting well
educated ,profession, through out society) 
 and for getting succeed these 15 skills will be
must / these 15 points will work as SUCCESS
MANTRA . 
With that he give some examples of countries
that how they don’t even have the name of
unemployment, each and every graduated
people gets a job. 

CAREER PROSPECTS SKILL
ENHANCEMENT COURSES



CAREERS  IN SPECIAL EDUCATION
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ABOUT

Google meet link 

Registration link

Special Education, also called special needs education,
the education of children who differ socially, mentally,
or physically from the average to such an extent that
they require modifications of usual school practices.
Special education serves children with emotional,
behavioral, or cognitive impairments or with
intellectual, hearing, vision, speech, or learning
disabilities; gifted children with advanced academic
abilities; and children with orthopedic or neurological
impairments.

https://meet.google.com/mni-srhk-eiu

RESOURCE PERSON: Dr. Meenu Jain,
Principal,

*

S U N D A Y

https://forms.gle/LxX2B7xpCRtod8vE8

https://www.britannica.com/topic/education
https://www.britannica.com/science/child-development-process
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/cognitive
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/intellectual
https://meet.google.com/mni-srhk-eiu
https://forms.gle/LxX2B7xpCRtod8vE8


REPORT OF THE COURSE 

A career in special education can be rewarding and challenging. Special education
professionals work with students who have disabilities and need extra support to
achieve their educational goals. Here are some careers in special education:

Special Education Teacher: Special education teachers work with students who
have disabilities such as autism, learning disabilities, and emotional disturbances.
They develop individualized education plans (IEPs) for each student and work
closely with other professionals to ensure that the student receives the
appropriate support.

Speech-Language Pathologist: Speech-language pathologists work with students
who have communication disorders. They help students improve their speech,
language, and social communication skills. They may also work with students who
have difficulty swallowing.

Occupational Therapist: Occupational therapists work with students who have
physical or developmental disabilities. They help students improve their fine
motor skills, such as handwriting, and their gross motor skills, such as walking.

.

CAREER IN SPECIAL EDUCATION

School Psychologist: School psychologists work with students who have emotional or
behavioral issues. They conduct assessments, provide counseling, and work with teachers
and parents to develop strategies to help students succeed.

Behavior Analyst: Behavior analysts work with students who have behavioral issues. They
develop behavior plans to help students learn appropriate behaviors and reduce problem
behaviors.

Assistive Technology Specialist: Assistive technology specialists work with students who have
disabilities that affect their ability to learn or communicate. They assess the student's needs
and provide them with technology, such as computer software or devices, to help them
succeed.

These are just a few of the many careers available in special education. Each of these careers
requires specialized training and education, but they all offer opportunities to make a positive
impact on the lives of students with disabilities



REPORT OF THE COURSE
 The keypoints of the talk includes:
What is special education:
Special education is a kind of inclusive education. It is a
specially designed education system for children who are
different – socially, mentally, or physically, as compared
to the average population. 
Role of special education:
The special educator develops skills, concepts and
behaviors related directly to the disability of students
with additional requisites that should take place inside
the school. 
Objectives of special education:
·To develop motivational patterns in the handicapped
that will produce achievement in school.
·To develop a realistic self-concept in handicapped
children.
·To reach the maximum level of effectiveness in school
subjects. 
·To produce in the handicapped a desire to participate in
the activities of non-handicapped persons. Etc….
 Courses (eligibility):
·D.Ed (Diploma in Special Education)
·B.EdSpe. Edu. (Bachelor of Special Education)
·Diet 
� https://www.rciapproval.org/rci_admission/college   
 (site shared or more information of courses)

Special education equivalent to general education:

In this topic Dr. Meenu talked about law (high court order)
Special Education is a degree programme and minimum
qualification for entrance is graduation and the
successful candidates are eligible to impart education to
the secondary level of students. Hence it is equivalent to
B. Ed. (General).

Dr. Meenu Jain’s line to motivate us…. * Do any work by being dedicated, there will
be opportunities in every field*

The talk ended with a vote of thanks to Dr. Meenu Jain by Sh. Baldev Gulati.

COUNTINUES...

https://www.rciapproval.org/rci_admission/college
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